
SAPU meeting minutes – 07.10.2021

Meeting time (CET): 17:30, on Zoom

Attending: Stine Myrah, Malene Melbye, Jake Ference, Hannah Fransson, Elias Strand,

Olivia Aadland, Freyja Holm-Torjusen, Tatjana Lavoutas, Kristoffer Holgersen, Anna

Forsmark

Agenda

1. Approval of notice and minute of meetings

Approved

2. Report from all positions

2.1 Financial responsible

Still no access to the account, but the budget has been done and sent out to
SAI.

2.2 Communication responsible

Had a meeting with Kenneth. MA doing well otherwise.

BA: nothing big - events have been shared, some interaction. The presentation
has not happened yet, but will happen next week.

2.3 Communication Responsible for International Students

No new points

2.4 Program Council representatives

Still waiting on meeting, will update next time



2.5 Department Board representatives

Not present

2.6 SVSU representative

Had meeting. Discussed how the different boards (PU,FU) have to deal with
different departments and finances. SVSU wants to come up with rules to
make sure finances are fairer for all groups, not depending on the institutes
themselves. Wondering what our income is, what is public, what is private.
How much do we get, do we get a regular amount. What is the max we can
ask for if applicable? Wanting to create guidelines.

Elias worried about the implications this might have for us - will this affect our
source of finance?
Tatjana explained that they seem to only want to figure out why it is so
different from institute to institute, not to take away funds.
Jake worried that this might bring in even more bureaucracy - we are very
active event-wise and need funding for this.
Important to have these in mind when looking into further plans.

2.7 Study activity responsible

Reading nights going great - doubled up this week. Positive feedback for
alternating morning and nights. Mornings might interfere with BAs at times,
but they can still join. Positive feedback for reading nights and morning from
all groups, which is great!

Looked at the budget - room for a quiz. This will be looked at further.

Seminars for MAs starting Oct.14th, every other week from the SAPU
meeting. Need to figure out who will do the first one.

Anthrobreakfast - Wed. 20th, Karin may take it. Great topics coming in, such
as decolonizing academia. Will be developed further!

2.8 SoMe

Nothing new, new people subscribing to the website and liking the Facebook.
Important to continue sharing amongst the students. Presentation to the
board happening.

2.9 SAF

No response when emailing SAF, but looking into Social Media accounts so we
can change that. In contact with Anthropress who agreed to change name.



2.10 ASA

Meeting has happened. Discussed upcoming conference. Bigger point being
discussed later in meeting.

3. Summary of the case about exam sensors

Email communication happening, but a meeting is still needing to happen. Things are

happening behind the scenes. Will be a case throughout the semester.

4. Update on case about certain classes and communications with lecturers

4.1. Jake, Malene, and Elias were at the meeting

We had an hour-long meeting with Kenneth and representatives from SAI.

Discussed all the issues we have discussed in SAPU in earlier meetings.

Brought forward points especially surrounding communication and canvas.

We discussed us as students and as member of SAPU wanting the SAI to be

more vocal about the struggles the institute have had, as this has lead to

certain miscommunications and frustrations.

Canvas becoming more standardized as a major focus going forward, which is

a step in the right direction.



We all agree it is important to understand the difficulties some professors

might have with technical stuff. Suggestions of creating a recipe that everyone

can follow - all points that Tatjana will discuss at the SVSU meeting.

Digitalization is still happening, so we need to think about this as well. It is

important to note though, communication at MA level has improved.

5. Update on case of Øyvind Jaer - anthropologist doing lecture/seminar

Working on two events in February surrounding his fieldwork.

6. Question on minutes: what are we allowed to put in the minutes in terms of the

institute?

Needing to send an email to Kenneth to ask about what we are allowed/not allowed

to post in minutes. We have people in SAPU who might share more than “we” know,

and we need clarification surrounding this. This is especially relevant in terms of

meeting minutes and our communication with students.

We will ask Kenneth about this in the meeting we have with him before the next SAPU

meeting.



7. Trip to Bergen to meet the ASA committee as well as attend the Anthropological

conference 25-26. of November

Needing to send people from SAPU to meet the committee, and to join the

conference. Will post a poll/post in the Facebook group to figure out who can go.

Discussion surrounding Could maybe apply for funding from SIO Initiative grant to

support us. This will be discussed in later meetings.

8. Tatjana and SVSU and digital learning

SVSU wants to create guidelines/quickfixes for digital learning (canvas, seminars, zoom

lectures). This is to help both lectures and students get better outcomes for both.

Some people enjoy the digital or hybrid solution, especially in terms of illness, or other

unforeseen circumstances. But this depends on the structure of lectures and seminars

- some lectures and seminars will not be able to work online.

UIO have decided to start physical lectures next semester. SAI have decided to only do

physical lectures, but information about this has been limited. We will discuss this

with Kenneth in the regular SAPU and SAI meetings.

The topic of recording lectures is also connected to accessibility. What will be available



in emergencies etc? We have all agreed that we need an IT person at the faculty, as we

also have in-person lectures but if something goes wrong we don’t have anyone to

sort it. Sending out a survey to collect feedback from the students on this.

The topic of training the lectures came up, but we do realise this could cost money.

Standardisation of canvas pages as a topic to bring to the next SVSU meeting.

Tatjana will create a survey she can bring to SVSU with peoples responses.

9. Any other matters

9.1. Elias wants to change the name from SoME to Social Media coordinator

Approved with no objections

9.2. One of the tables in the office being donated to Peace and Conflict

Approved with no objections

07.10.2021

Secretary/Deputy Chairman

Malene Melbye


